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In spite of need from early I mans 

t imes to communicate on the field of 

battle , for countless yea rs we see 

little sign of any attempt at control 

by signal. We learn in " The Song of 

Roland" how, during the war betwee n 

Charlemagne a nd the Saracenes, as 

Charlemagne marched north out of 

Spain he heard the horn of Roland, 

one of his lieutenants, blown for help 

in the mountains behind him: how he 

heard the signal twice; misread it; 

grasped its meaning the third time; 

but turned back too late to save 

Roland. 
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H. w. W OLFF, 

U. S. Navy Electrouics Laboratory 
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"The TDZ is no good. Give it the deep 6 !" How 
many times have you heard those words? How many 
times have you said them yourself? Before deciding to 
use our TDZ's for small boat anchors, let's see whether 
application of a little common sense will save Uncle's 
investment of $ 10,000 in each transmi tter. 

In order to protect that investment, we shall have to 
be able to make the TDZ and the rest of the 11-b-j sys
tem work, and keep it working. How can we tell when 
the u-h-f equipment is functioning properly? 

First, in order to see whether the u-h-f system is satisfac
tory, we must know what to expect as a reasonable range 
of comm un ications for the type of ship concerned. Origi
nall y, CNO specifi ed a u-h-f range of 25 miles or line 
of sight, whichever was less. As a result of a lot of 

hard work and to the disappointment of many, it was 
found that communication over that specified distance 
can not be accomplished und er normal atmospheric 

conditions. 
Then, we ask, \vhat should we be able to do ? The 

N aval Research Laboratory ran some shipboard tests to 
see whether calculated expected ranges could be achieved. 

In general, they found that 60% of line of sight is 
the maximum range which can be expected even when 
all equipment is in the best operating condition. This 
does not mean that on a few occasions, we will not 

achieve very long ranges. These occasions ,are usually 
caused by atmospheric " temperatu re inversions" during 

which a layer of moist, warm air lies over a cool layer 

of ai r at the sea's surface. This condi tion forms a "duct" 
which can extend range many times the normal value. 

In a recent issue of ELECT RON (Sept., 1950) a list 
was given of ranges considered acceptable for u-h-f per

formance. These vary from 8 miles between small land
ing craft or patrol craft, to 18 miles between large com

batant class vessels. 
However, in order to achi eve maximum range con

sistently there are several things we' ll have to consider. 

W e have become used to being careful on h-f circuits 

because of our long association with them. H owever, 

u-h-f is relatively new to the communicator, and a tew 

extra p itfa ll s have been fou nd. 
A cond ition that was foun d rn one shi p is pract io lly 

guaranteed to prevent u-h-f operation. The cornpart-
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ment in which the RDZ' s and TDZ' s were located had 

its door closed, ventilator shut off, and the steam heat 
turned on. The temperature in the compartment was 
about 140°F! This high ambient temperature, if the 

equipment had been operating, would probably have 
melted the RDZ i-f coil forms. In your ship be sure 

that adequate ventilation is provided to keep tempera

tures of equipment within safe limits. 
Hundreds of reports of u-h-f failure have been in

vestigated. One of the things which has come to light 

is the number of times a supposedly competent ET 
misses checking for bad tubes in the r-f stages of the 

RDZ. Many cases of 1000-microvolt (or worse) sensi

tivity have been found, where no action had been taken 

by shipboard personnel to remedy the trouble. Y 011 

can't work a 11-h-j cirmit with bad t11heJ in the receive1'. 

Other troubles with the RDZ are the same that would 
be expected in any receiver. Figure 1 shows how a Iar e 
group of failures found aboard ships fell into a r!r 
classes. From this simple chart you can sec that it is 
usually not necessary to exert too much effort to keep 
your RDZ going. 

Figure 2 shows the story for the 1DZ. This set is a 
complicated piece of gear, and a lot of things ca h 

. . n ap-
pen to tt. However, u·;th d fell' preca11tions good · , servtce 
can be had from it. The percentages on this chart add 

to more than lOOifr since many equipments had more 

than one fault, and all faults are listed. The first three 

and largest, of the items listed can be largely avoided 
if )'Oil are carejtd, and follow these instructions: 

1-Tune carefully, using CEMB procedure and your 
ME-11 wattmeter. Nf:'t'er allow the total grid currents 

~---~ _______ .... ___ _ 

FIGURE 3-Pattern of USS Peregrine Starboard No. 2 
Antenna at 328.2 Me. 

of the third tripler or final amplifier to exceed 50 milli
amperes, and, do not allow their plate currents to ex-
ceed 125 milliamperes at any time. · 

2-Dial channels at the transmitter and peak the out
put by careful adjustment of dials "B" and "C." Be 
sure the rest of the dials correspond to their proper 

logged readings. Do not change channels remotely. 

Limiting the· plate and grid currents will result in a 

slightly lower output, but your 2C39 tubes at about 
$25 per copy are worth saving. Following these instruc
tions should give about 20 watts out of the transmitter 
as well as many weeks of tube life. 

Well, we now have a good receiver, a transmitter 
putting out 20 watts, so there's no doubt that the reason 
we can't raise that LST 5 miles to port is that he's asleep. 
Or is he? A trammitter and a receiver do not in them

selves comprise a comnumication system.' What about 

our transmission lines? Do we have good antennas on 

transmitter and receiver? Are we trying to communicate 

with a ship who is in a null of our radiation pattern? 

There are a lot of links to this chain. The failure of 

any one means a complete loss of use of the system. 
Aboard many ships u-h-f transmission lines have been 

installed with RG-10/U cable with consequent loss in 

FIGURE 4--Pattern of USS Adirondack Antenna No • 
5 (Port TDZ From Radio IV) at 285.0 Me. 

power efficiency. If that is what your ship has, let the 
skipper know about it, and have it changed to the larger 
sized RG-18/U the next time you go into a yard for 
overhauL This applies to receivers as well as transmit
ters. Checks of your transmission lines to determine 
whether they are shorted or open circuited will pay big 
dividends. Sharp bends or clamp pinches can short out 

the r-f cable, and no power will get to the antenna. 
Many u-h-f failures are caused by the antenna itselt. 

If your antenna is full of water, or if its insulator is 

painted, it will not work. In certain cases, enterprising 
installation mechanics have had a flash of originality and 
placed the u-h-f dipoles horizontally. If this condition 
exists on your ship, you are entitled to blow your top, 
and then rotate the dipoles 90 degrees. Vertically polar
ized radiation is used for all u-h-f communication in the 

Navy, and antennas must be vertical. 
The antenna presently provided for u-h-f use has a 

few undesirable features. At the time it was developed, 

it was the best that existing experience could provide. 

Since then, two new antennas have been developed and 

are being procured. These are the AT-150/SRC and 

AT-390,/SRC. As soon as supplies are available, these 
antennas will be placed on all sl~ips. These new antennas 
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FIG URE 5-lnstallation on the USS Hamner (DD-718) . 

offer a much better impedance match to the transmission 
line throughout the band ; the power transfer and effi
ciency of the entire system is therefore improved. By 
reducing transmission line sheath current, they also pro
duce a much more uniform radiation pattern. That is, 

patterns more nearly approach ideal circularity through
out the 225 Me to 400 Me band than those of the 

presently used antenna. 

H owever, having a good antenna is not enough. It 
must be mounted in a location that permits it to radiate 
uniformly. Take a look at Figure 3. Can you imagine 
yourself aboard the Peregt·ine, and trying to communicate 
with a ship lying 10 miles off your port bow? Or if you 
are in column, how about trying to raise the lead ship ? 
Not much chance if you use Starboard Antenna No. 2, 

is there? The same kind of a situation exists in the 

Adirondark, Figure 4. Here it is not qu ite so bad, 

except where the radiation goes to zero at 20° and 105 ° . 

Unfortunately this condition is found on most ships 

in the fleet. This is probably one of the major f aul ts 

in the system, and one which has made many people 

dislike it. In many ships this condition is being allevi

ated by relocating u-h-f antennas so that they can be 
in the clear. Figures 5 and 6 are photographs of u-h-f 

antenna installations on the JJ'/iltsie and the Hamner. 

H ere, mast extensions permit the u-h-f antennas to 

look over the top radar, yet they do not spoil the radar 

display. Figures 7 and 8 reveal wh at a difference this 

type of installation means in antenna p atterns. T hese 

patterns are not directly comparable w ith those of Fig

ures 5 and 6, si nce decibels were used instead of a linear 

microvolt scale. H owever, it is easily seen that no deep 

minima exist. 
These i~stallations are still not ideal. Locating several 

u-h-f antennas in one place causes them to interfere with 

each other. A method has been developed which pro

vides one antenna for use with se~eral transmitters and 

receivers. The device which permits th is is called a 

'multicoupler". How soon this device will be available 

FIGURE b-lnstallation on the USS Wil tsie (DD-716) . 
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top, starboard ante nna, 277.8 Me. 

to the fleet is not yet known, as it is sti ll in the develop

ment stage. W hen it does come into general use, topside 

will look a li ttle less like a porcupine. Until then, we 

sball have to get the best out of the present system. 

of fire control data were transmitted by teletype over the 

u-h-f. According to those who used it, no other method 

could have accomplished the job so wel l. 

Ships in which the "bugs" have been conquered are 

enthusiastic about u-h-f. This enthusiasm comes from 

experience. The more the system is used, the better it 

becomes. In ships where the use of u-h-f is required 

for the primary tactical circuit, excellent results are being 

achieved. In other vessels where u-h-f is used only for 

It will pay to have good u·h-f performance. Using 

new teletype auxiliary equipment such as the AN/ 

SGC- 1, the system offers a fast method of transmitting 

large volu mes of information without a lot of human 

errors creeping in. During the "Portex' operation, reams 
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FIGURE 8-Ante nna patte rn from the USS Wiltsie (DD- 716), 

lower, aft centerline a ntenna, 277.8 Me. 

auxiliary circuits, generally p oor results are reported. 

T he pengu in did not use his wings- now he can 't fly. 

Does th is app ly to yott and yo11r u-h-f system ? 

Bureau Comment-The material contained in this 
article is based on the findings of the a ut hor while 
engaged in a u-h-f systems im provement st udy at 
N.E.L for the Bureau . The opinions expressed therein 
are t hose of the author and do not necessarily ex

press t he official attitude or policies of the Bureau. 

The ante nna mult icouple rs mentioned by Mr. Wolff are 

expected t o be ava ilable somet ime during the fa ll of 

195 1. 

The Editor of ELECTRO N is pleased with 
your response to "Letters to the Editor." 
Keep YOUR problems rolling in-we will 
try to solve them. 

MODEL QCS 

U.S.S. Hemminger (DE-746} 
The QCS transducer was hunting and creeping. T he 

creep ing was corrected by balancing the 2A 3 electron 

tubes in the amplidyne control un it. To correct the 

hunting, a 15,000-ohm, 2-watt carbon resistor was 

placed in series with the phase shi ft ing capacitor C-803 

in the amplidyne control unit. 
- N. D . LASTER, Fiftb Nrmd Dis/riel 

MODEL QDA 

U.S.S. Philip (DDE-498} 
It was reported that there was no output f rom the 

QDA driver amplifi er. The trouble was traced to a 

short circuit in the shielded output leads from the 

power amplifier output transformer T- 1002 to Ter

minals 18 and 19 of terminal strip E- 1002. T he trou

ble was corrected by installing a new shielded pa ir for 

this connection; the balanced output to the dummy load 

a fter repa ir \vas made was normal. 

The til t control thumhwhcel on the QDA console 

was binding and difficult to turn . Investigation revealed 

metal filings in the gear train t·onnccting the thumb

wheel with the I D 's. Cleaning the gear train of the 

fil ing s corrected th is d ifficulty. 

A loose spu r gear which drives the depth cursor 

caused the cursor to follow erraticall r. I t was found 

that the locking washer in usc was too sma ll to fit over 

the shoulder of the synchro shaft and it was the re fore 

impossible to secure the gear to the synchro. U sc of a 

larger lock washer permitted the gear to be fi rmly 

locked to the cursor synchro, and restored cursor opera
tion to normal. - N. D . LASTER and R. E. CARPENTER, 

Norfolk Nal'trl Shipyard 

MODEL QHB-a 
U.S.S. Philip (DDE-498) 

The main ON- OFF power switch inside the QHB- a 

console d id not remove power from the QHB-a and the 

data converter. Investigation revealed that the trouble 
was in the main terminal board in the data converter, 
where excitation 7GR5l and 7GnR 51 was not lifted 
from T ermina ls 55 and 56 as shown on altered GR 
print 57101-664918 A lt. lONl. At the same time 
excitation 4GR 210 and 4GRR210 was also appl ied to 
T erminals 55 and 56 by jumpers from Termina ls 68 and 
69. Operation was restored to a normal condition by 
l ifti ng the exci tation leads 7G R51 and 7GRR51 toTer

minals 55 and 56. 
It was noted that the QHB-a audio cursor remained 

on continuously with the CURSOR TIME switch S-20 3 

thrown in the long posit ion. Relay K- 104 (cursor hold ) 
fa iled to open towards the end of the sweep cycle . The 
t rouble was caused by the transposition of wires be
tween the OKA recorder and the Q HB- a console. Ter
minals 1A35 , 1A36 and 1A37 were t ransposed result
ing in loss of 150-volt d -e plate voltage on VR20l 
(2050 thyratron ) in the cursor time extension circuit. 

Reversa l of Leads 35 and 37 restored operation to 

normal. 

The gyro transfer relay K- 120 3 ( CRY 291577 -87 3-

902) in the data convcrtc:r a rced to g round when the 

gyro ON-OFF switch 109 in the Q HB- a console was 

thrown . This difficulty was eliminated by inse rti ng a 

sheet of insulating pa per a round the inside of the relay 
can. - N . D. LASTER, N nrfolk Nrmrl Sbif;yrrrcl 
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model xdm '\ 

The Model XDM Radio Transmitting Set, developed by the Naval Research Labora
tory for submarine emergency servic-e, was designed to facil itate the location of sunken 
submarines by enabling ships or aircraft to determine the general vicini ty from which 
sonar and visual search should be initiated. The Model XDM is a sel f-contained rad io 
transmitting buoy having a cylindrical form and overall dimensions of 3 inches in di
ameter and 39Y2 inches in length. The buoy is launched from submerged submarines 
by means of the 3-inch signal ejector, at any depth up to 1,000 f eet. Upon launching, 
the buoy ascends to the surface, floats in a vertical position, erects its antenna, and auto
matically transmits p re-determined radio signals on "spot" frequency anywhere wi thin 
the range of 115 Me to 145 Me, to indicate the presence of the submerged submarine. 
The transmitter was designed to deliver y2 to % watts o f telegraphic-keyed mew r-f 
power for a period of approximately 3 hours. Provision is made to key the transmitter 
with certain selected characters by use of a cam system. 

T he XDM equipment uses a dry magnesium-silver sea water type of battery. The 
XDM antenna consists of a folded, tapered, flat 20-i nch strip of metal that snaps to its 
erect position immediately after the buoy is fired from the signal gun. 

To discourage surface motion while floating and to keep the cylinder erect the XDM 
equipment has a lead weight attached to its lower part. 

Commander Operational Development Force has recently completed an operational 
evaluation of the XDM. The results of this evaluation, as reported by COMOPDEVFOR 
and on which th is discussion is based, indicate that the XDM is well suited for its de
signed purpose and may also have some value in connection with emergency aviation 
rescue efforts. 

For test purposes a Model SCR- 624A receiver was used to receive the mew signals 
transmitted by the XDM equipment ; a Noise Field In tensity M eter TS--587 j V was 
employed to locate and measure field strength and a Model ANj ARC- 1 transceiver was 
used by aircraft cooperating in the tests to receive the signals transmitted by the XDM 
at altitudes up to 10,000 feet. 

The radiation field pattern of the unit was determined by placing the X DM in quiet 
waters at a d istance of app roximately 150 yards from the T S--587 j V and rotating the 
XDM by hand. T he tests revealed that the rad iation field pattern was practically uniform 
throughout 360° . 

.... ............__ ...... 
~ 

Two Model XDM equipments were released from 
depths of about 400 feet by submarines. Upon the 
appearance of each buoy after launching, one of two 
reference vessels (the USS EPC- 628 and the USS 
Albatross ( E-AMS- 1)) took position close aboard to 
act as a radar target for the monitoring ships (VSS 
Robinson (EDE- 220 ) and the USS Jack IV. Wilke 
(EDE- 800)) and planes. The reference vessels also 
served to note fa ilure of the buoy or the end of trans
mission. Runs were made away from and towards the 

.· 

buoy to determine the maximum range of the signal. 

The monitoring vessel made mns in muh1ally perpen
dicular directions and thereafter circled the transmitting 
buoy at maximum range to listen for null points. The 

planes made runs at altih1des ·of 2500, 5000, and 10,000 

feet. The RCM equipment of the plane was used on 

each run to determine the bearing of the buoy. 

One unit was ejected by hand from the signal gun, 

all other launchings were made using 250 psi. pressure. 
No d ifficulty was e.xperienced with any launchings. 

As shown by Figures 1, 2, and 3, the buoyancy of the 

units was sufficient to bring them to the surface and 

permit them to float in a vertical position with about 

4 to 6 inches of the case projecting out' of the water. 

The units remained vertical in calm water but in the 

more turbulent sea states encountered in the tests, wind 

and sea at times tilted the buoys as n1uch as 60° from 

The results of these tests are shown in Tables 1 and 

2 and indicate that the XDM equipment is well suited 

for its designed purpose. 

TABLE I 
SURFACE MEASUREMENTS (Note 1) 

TEST 
RANGE/ TIME (Note 3) 

AIR ME:\SUREhlENTS (Note 2) - -
RANGE/ TIME (Note 3) 

UNIT OUTBOUND INBOUND TYPE 
PLANE OUTBOUND ( i\!i/Hr/Min) INBOUND (hli/ Hr/ Min) 

Yd/Hr-Min Yd/Hr-Min 2500' I 5000' I 10000' 

- ( XDM # t 7300/ 1- 26 7000/1-41 PB4Y #43 30/ 0- 56 
I 5000' 

55/ 2-26 
I 10000' 

60/ 3-21 
I 2500' 

30/ 1- 00 1 42.5/2-50 1 

~~ 
XDM # l 6000/2-37 6080/2-4 1 PB4Y # 43 16/4-04 I Plane returned to base after 6 hrs. in air. 

XDM# t 5240/3-41 5380/3-47 I I 1 I I 
1-tl l Transmtsston ceased at 4 H r. 08 Mtn. 

----------------~------------------------------------------------------

~ { XDM #2 7300/0-36 8 too; o-49 I-P_B_4_Y___,:tt_4_4_
1 
__ 6_1/_o_- _, 5_1 15/ 0-4o 

(fj XDM #2 7600/ 1-25 

~ Transmiss ion ceased at l Hr. 44 Mtn.- loose battery lead. 

XDM # t 10500/ 0- 33 10000/ 0-48 PBM 16/ 0-1 2 19/ 0-40 22/ l- 0 1 16/ 0-16 18/ 0-44 12/ 1- 09 
(Note4) 

XDM # 1 10000/ 1- 55 6500/ 3- 05 

XDM # 1 PBM 28/3-13 86/ 1-3 1 68/2-00 

Transmission ceased at 3 H r. 30 l'vlin. 

Notes : I . A destroyer escort was used, equ ipped wi th a SCR624A receiver an tenna 80 feet above the waterline. 

2. AN/ ARC- ! receiver used in all planes. 

3. All times measured from the time of the firs t signal emit ted. 

4 . These ranges short due defective receiver; switch shifted to " Both" pos ition and new run started. 

TABLE 2 

1(.-\TE t'F Tl l\!E TO 
TYPE LAU:\CHl l\G ~EA \\'1:-\D V I S I - ASCE l'\T ASCE:\T " El\A 11 LE" 
BUOY DEPTH ( FT) ~TATE ( K T ,".) TIT LIT\' T D1E (FT/S ECl ( Note 2) 

XDM # 1 305 2 y2 15 Unl. 1 Min- 5 1 Min-
19 Sec 10 Sec 

----------
X D M #2 400 2-2 V2 18-20 Unl. !Min- 5 l M in-

20 Sec 20 Sec 

XDtv[ ii i 400 3-tl 10 Unl. ! .Min- 5 I Min-
20 Sec 20 Sec 

---
Notes : T he hori w ntal movement during ascent of the buoy cou ld not be 1>hserved. 

2. Perit1d from launching to first radio emission. 

3. Loose battery lead in transmitter. 

4. The traj ectory of the equipment upon reaching the surface cou ld not be determined. 

TOTAL 
OPERATING 

TIME 

· tj h. 08m. 

1h. 44m. 
( N ote 3) 

3h. 30m. 
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@ the vertical and rotated them as much as 360° before 
t5 starting opposite rotation. 
!;; Observers reported that the signals from the XDM 
~ were sharp and consistent and signal strength remained 

near the initial level until approximately 5-10 minutes 
prior to the complete exhaustion of the battery. The 
XDM antenna erection occured shortly after ejection 
and there was no tendency for the antenna to fold at 
any time after erection. 
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· The units app.eared to be in satisfactory condition 

XDM in upright position. 

XDM starting movement to right. 

after the tests and one unit was used 3 times with no 
trouble other than replacement of the one-shot battery. 
Any difficulties in operation were of a very minor nature 
and COMOPDEVFOR concluded that the XDM would 
be of value to a submarine in distress and would greatly 
faci li tate initial location by rescue forces. I t is to be 
noted that aviation personnel evidenced considerable in
terest in the equipment tested, as a possible aircraft 
rescue aid. The opinion was offered that similar trans
mi tter sets could be attached to life rafts of aircraft or 
be released automatically from a plane in case of crash 
or emergency landings in the water. 

The XDM equipment proved to be generally ade
quate in design and construction and no diffculty was 
encountered in the maintenance and servicing of the 
units tested. Each unit was provided with a special plug 
and leads for test purposes, which provided a simple 

XDM at extrem~ angle to right . 

. and quick method of ensuring that the un its were operat
ing properly. The tuning and shifting of frequency is 
simple, since the unit uses an electron-coupled oscillator: 
W ith proper care and minor reconditioning procedures, 
providing a new one-shot battery is installed each time 
the equipment is used, the un its may be used repeatedly. 
The placement of the battery in a separate watertight 
compartment facilitates its replacement without distu rb
ing the watertight integri ty of the transmitter compart
ment. 

COMOPDEVFOR has recommended that the X DM 
be accepted in its present design and be made standard 
emergency equipment for submarines. It has also recom· 
mended further investigation of the use of th is equip
ment for aviation emergencies. 

.. 

NOISE GENERATOR_ SG-23/U 

The contractor has informed the Bureau of Ships that 
many of the SG- 23/ U noise generators returned in ac
cordance with previous instruct ions were simply not ad
justed correctly and agrees that the instructions given in 
the instruction book for this equipment were somewhat 
ambiguous. Figure 5-13a, Buzzer Adjustment, lnterfer-

BUZZER ADJUSTING 

which has failed, with the notation that the unit fails 
to keep in adjustment. 

Interference Generator SG-23/ U will not function 
when its BUZZER I- 301 is out of adjustment. Read
justment of the buzzer can easily be made with AN/ 
USM- 3 test-tool set equ ipment. The accompanying illus· 

-491897 
E-901 

CAOR-491897 
E-901 

FIGURE !-Buzzer adjustment for Interference Generator SG-23/ U. 

ence Generator SG- 23; U from this instruction book is 

reprinted below as Figure 1 together w ith a revised pro

cedure for information. Only those noise generators 

which cannot be made operable when these instruttions 

arc fol lowed shou ld he forwarded to the contractor. If, 
however, a unit does not remain operative, but requ ires 

constant readjustment, it should be forwarded as a un it 

tration shows the equipment used and a convenient 
method for making the adj ustment. \X/ith th is method 
the buzzer is energized throug h the screwdriver and the 
battery terminal and will buzz when the ad justing screw 
is turned to the correct setting. 

CAUTION: Pressure against the adjusting sc rew with 
the screw-driver hit will cause the buzzer to buzz at a 
false sett ing. Usc very lig ht touch with snew-dr ivcr. 
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by 

LT. CDR. JAMES M. B RUNING, USNR 
RCA Service Co., l 11c. 

Camden 2, New Jersey 

Proper operation and protection of electronic equip
ment usually requires that some part of the circuit be 
"grounded." Ground in this sense sign ifies an earth 
connection. The objective is to connect the apparatus 
through a low resistance path to that portion of the sur
rounding earth-or water-which is highly conductive. 

This objective can be readi ly attained at sea by con
necting to the metal framework of the ship which in 
turn is "grounded" through the sh ip's hull to the salty 
and therefore conductive sea water. On land it is cus
tomary in small and med ium installations to connect the 
g round wire to a cold water pipe or to a ground rod 
driven into the earth. A ground rod is simply a rod or 
pipe made of iron, copper-coated iron, brass or other 
metal having good conductivity and l ittle tendency to 
corrode. Several such rods may be driven and connected 
together to establish an acceptable "ground." 

A waterpipe g round is not always satisfactory and a 
ground rod system may or may not operate properly. 
When trouble is experienced, the cause wi ll usually be 
too high a resistance in the path between the pipe or 
rod and the surrounding earth. We must remember that 
the aim is to establish contact with that portion of the 
earth which is highly conductive. The better this ob
jective is attai ned, the lower will be the ground re
sistance of the system. 

The conductivity of the earth depends upon the com
position of the earth 's crust, and is determined largely 

by the moisture content of the soil and by the nature and 
amount of raw or dissolved minerals in the soil. Con
sidering these factors and the non-uniform distribution 
of rock, shale, sand, etc. it should be evident that the 
problem of establishing a low resistance p ath to the 
earth is somewhat more complex than it ordinarily 

appears. 
Good practice decrees that the ground lead should 

consist of a fairly heavy copper w ire securely fastened 
to the equipment and to the water pipe or ground rod. 
The inherent resistance of th is part of the ground sys
tem is usually negligible, but there is no sure method fo r 
estimating the effectiveness of the overall installation. 
Whi le existing li terature describes at length various ways 
to install a ground system, little information is available 
to explain how to compare the effectiveness of existing 
grounds or how one can quantitatively determi ne the 
amount by which a ground system is improved by soi l 
treatment or by the installation o f mul tip le rods. 

It is the purpose of this article to describe one m ethod 
by which the resistance-to-earth of a ground system can 
be qu ickly and easily measured . The accuracy w ill be 
sufficient for all ord inary pu rposes and only standard 
and read ily available equipment will be required. 

FIGURE 

Figure 1 shows a simple ground system for a radio 
receiver. If we were able to connect an ohmmeter be
tween the bottom end of the ground rod at point "x" 
and the ground post "G " at the receiver, we wmtld meas
ure only the ci rcuit resistance of the rod plus the ground 
wire. The indication would ord inarily be less than one 
ohm. Since conventional grounds range in value f rom 
ten to five-hundred ohms, it is obvious that the circuit 
of Figure 1 shows only a portion of the overall ground 
system. 

f'GROUND ROD 

HIGHLY CONDUCTIVE LAYE R(S) IN THE EARTH'S CRUST 

FIGURE 2 

Figure 2 will illustrate the fact that each and every 
portion of the surface of the ground rod is connected 
through a separate path to one or more highly conduc
tive layers in the earth's crust. Each patl1 will have its 
own value of resistance, "r". All of these paths are in 
parallel with each other, and the number of such paths 
is nearly infinite. Our problem consists of determining 
the joint resistance of a nearly infinite number of parallel 
resistors, each having an arbitrary and varying value of 
resistance. Skipping the more involved mathematics, it 
can be shown that the summation for an infinite number 

of such parallel paths would be numerically eq ual to 
zero. This is the value for ground res istance that we try 
to obtain in our ground system, zero. While this figure 
cannot be fu lly attained, it can be approached. Note 
that if the ground rod in Figure 2 is increased in length, 
or in diameter, or if more rods are driven and connected 
in parallel , the number of parallel paths to the true 
earth w ill be increased and the joint resistance of the 

system will more closely approach zero. 
N ow that we understand the problem more clearly it is 

possible to make certa in assumptions which are ent irely 

vali d for the purpose at hand, and which will greatly 
simplify the matter. Let us assume that the joint resistance 
of all the possible earth paths from a single ground 

rod can be represented by a single resistor, rs, con
nected f rom the bottom t ip of the rod to a zero-resistance 
conductive layer in the earth, located some distance be
low the rod . T he value in ohms of the resistor, rg, is 

the resistance to ground of the rod in question . This is 

represented by Figure 3. 

GROUND ROO 

rg; GROUND RES ISTANCE 
OF ROO 

FIGURE 3 

Any other g round rod may be similarly assumed to 
have its individual value of ground resistance, essentially 
unaffected by the p resence of any additional rods, pro
vided these other rods are placed a reasonable distance 
apart. This is illustrated by Figure 4. 

FIGURE 4 

For all practical purposes, the internal resistance of a 
rod having a diameter of one-half inch or more is neg
ligibl e. Also, since one thousand feet of # 10 copper 
wire has a resistance of about one ohm, it is apparent 
that a short and heavy ground lead between the eq uip
ment and the ground ing system can have but negl igible 
res istance. Thus our ground resistance is concentrated 
in the earth itsel f, and the additional circuit resistance 
of the rod and its connecting lead can be d isregarded. 
We can now redraw Figure 4, leaving out unnecessary 
elements, as in Figure 5. 

A B c 

rg =- ? 

FIGURE 5 
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Figure 5 in turn may be pictorially s~own as in Figure 
6, where three unknown resistors are~:strapped together 
at one end. If these resistors were placed on a test bench 
and a technician were provided with an ohmmeter, he 
could determine the value of each resistance simply by 

A B 0 

o... .. •• 

FIGURE 6 

connecting his meter to the terminals marked. A, B and 
C. By reading the values for different combinations he 
could easily determine the resistance of any one unit. 
Let us see how this can be done. 

Assume three resistances of 2, 4 and 6 ohms connected 

A B c 

2.0. 4Jl. 6Jl. 

FIGURE 7 

with one end common as in Figure 7. The resistance 
from A to B will total 6 ohms. B to C totals 10 ohms 
and A to C equals 8 ohms. The problem may now be 
solved by simple algebra, as follows: 

(subtracting) 

A+ B = 6 
A + C= 8 

2A + B + C= 14 
B + C= 10 

2A 
A 

= 4 
= 2 ohms 

In exactly the same manner it is possible to measure 
the ground resistance of any water pipe or ground rod 
system. Let us proceed to determine the ground re
sistance of a. single rod. It will first be necessary to 
drive at least two and preferably three auxiliary test 
rods. These rods should be placed in a rougly sym
metrical disposition around the master rod. Two test 

leads made of #14 insulated wire, terminated with heavy 
clips, will be needed to connect in sequence each two 
rods to an ohmmeter, as in Figure 8. 'The series resist-

FIGURE 8 

ance of each pair of rods will be measured and recorded 
as in Table 1. 

·Table 1 lists actual values measured on one ground 
system tested. 

Table 

A1 and A2 in ·series: A1 + A2 = 33 ohms 
A2 and A3 in series: A2 + A3 = 33 ohms 
A1 and A3 in series: A1 + A3 = 29 ohms 

M and A1 in series: M + A1 = 12 ohms 
M and A2 in series: M + A2 = 19 ohms 
M and A3 in series: M + A3 = 28 ohms 

The ground resistance of the master rod can now be 
found in the same manner used for solving the resistor 
network of Figure 7. 

M + A1 • = 12 
M + A2 = 19 

M + A1 = 12 
M + A 3 =28 

·2M + A1 + A2 = 31 
A 1 + A 2 = 18 

2M+ A1 + A3 =40 
A1 + A3 = 29 

2M 
M 

= 13 
=6.5 

2M 
M 

-19 
+ A3 = 28 ----·-- ----

2M+ A2 + A3 = 47 
A2 + Aa = 33 

---- ~--~-----~--

2M 
M 

= 14 
= 7 

= 11 
=5.5 

Averaging the three solutions, we find the ground re
sistance of the master ground rod, M, to be: 

6. 5 + 5. 5 + 7 6 l ------= .301ffiS 
3 

By similarly combining the indicated readings for 
rods AI> A2 and A3, we could determine their three 
values and their overall average to be: 

i 
jOt 

. { 

Rod A1 = 7, 10.5, 6.5 = 11.8 ohms average 
Rod A2 = 11, 12.5, 12 = 21.8 ohms average 
Rod A3 = 22, 22.5, 21 = 8 ohms average 

The accuracy of the above readings can be estimated 
by noting how closely the three separate values agree. 
Any set of readings indicating a major discrepancy 
should be discarded and a new set of readings taken. 
Measurements should be made in opposite directions and 
the results averaged before tabulating. 

Rods should be driven a reasonable distance apart. 
Results have been found to be good if the separation is 
anywhere between ten and fifty feet. If rods are too 
close, the accuracy of the readings may be affected. If 
too far apart, excessive ground potential may be en
countered, causing the readings to fluctuate over a wide 
range. 

After rods have been driven there will usually be a 
gradual rise in resistance measurements taken over a 
period of a few days as moisture and chemicals in the 
earth attack the surface of the rod. After several days 
this rise will taper off and subsequent measurements will 
remain relatively stable for fairly long periods of time. 
However, no ground system should be neglected for a 
period greater than a year without rechecking the .sys
tem's resistance. This should preferably be done in the 
spring of the year just before the lightning season, to 
insure adequate protection. 

In some locations the use of the d-e ohmmeter becomes 
unsuitable because of large d-e or a-c components in 
the earth currents. For such cases the measurements can 
be readily made by using a Wheatstone Bridge excited 
by a tone source of several hundred cycles or more and 
balancing the bridge for the lowest or null indication 
in a telephone headset indicator. This arrangement is 

BUZZER TONE SOURCE 

~----------~~·r-----------~ 

FIGURE 9 

shown in Figure 9. If a Wheatstone Bridge is not 
available, an acceptable substitute can be improvised by 
using two exactly equal resistors of abOut 1,000 ohms 
for legs A and B shown in Figure 9. A rheostat or pot 
having a range from zero to one hundred ohms can be 
substituted for bridge arm C, and the amount of re
sistance cut in by the rheostat at the point of balance de
termined by a subsequent ohmmeter test. When the null 
indication is achieved the bridge is balanced, and C is 
equal to the unknown resistance R. 

Variation of Ground Rod Resistance 
with Depth 

Using the method described above, measurements were 
recently taken on a number of ground rods driven to a 
depth of twelve feet. These rods were used to form the 
grounding system for a steel tower erected in an exposed 
location. Due to the rocky and dry type of earth en
countered, it was necessary to connect five rods in paral
lel to the central tower before the overall ground system 
resistance was reduced to a reasonable figure. 

Since the variation of ground resistance with rod depth 
is of interest, the actual values measured are tabulated 
in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 10.. The variation in 
resistance as the different rods were driven to various 
depths is shown in Table 3. 

Table 2-Ground Resistance vs. Rod Depth 

Depth in Ground Resistance in Ohms Feet 

Rod #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

4 200 175 125 110 75 
5 115 106 80 70 52 
6 82 78 65 55 41 
7 60 66 55 46 35 
8 50 58 45 39 30 
9 42 50 40 34 26 

10 35 45 38 30 23 
11 30 42 36 27 21 
12 28 40 35 26 20 

Table 3-Ground Resistance Variation 
vs. Rod Depth 

Rod Depth Resistance of Five Rods in Feet 

Max. Variation Average Resistance 

4 125 ohms 137 ohms 
5 63 84.6 
6 41 64.2 
7 31 52.4 
8 28 44.4 
9 24 38.4 

10 22 34.2 
11 21 31.2 
12 20 29.8 

It will be noted from Figure 10 and Table 3 that 
there was a wide range in the values measured for differ
ent rods at identical depths. This variation was most 
evident at shallow levels and decreased as the rods were 
driven deeper into the earth. At a six-foot depth the 
rate of decrease in resistance began to taper off. At ten 
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feet all rods had a nearly uniform resistance. Readings 
at the twelve-foot level indicated that a practical limtt 
had been reached. Driving the rods to greater dep ths 
would not decrease the obtainable resistance sufficiently 
to warran t the increased labor and expense. 

Summary 
T he procedure g iven above enables a fairly accurate 

measurement to be made of the ground resistance of a 
rod, water p ipe or other g rounding system. The measure
ments may be rapidly taken using conventional equip
ment in most cases. 

T ests wi ll show that a considerable variation may exist 
in the resistance measurements of gro~nd rods d riven to 
shallow depths. T hese variations will normally decrease 
in magnitude as the rods are d riven more deeply into 
the earth . 

I t would appear that in order to be effective and uni
form from day to day, g round rods should be driven at 
least eigh t feet deep. However, the improvement 
achieved beyond the eight-foot level w ill taper off so 
rapidly that there is little point in sinking a g round rod 
below a twelve-foot depth. 

Still further improvement in reducing the g round re
sistance of a system can most simply be achieved by d riv
ing a number of rods to the desired depth and then con
necting the rods in parallel, using heavy copper con
ductors. 

The g rounding capability of any g round rod system 
may be improved by conventional methods of treating 
the adjacen t soi l w ith dissolved rock salt or similar 
agent. However, the immediate improvement achieved 
may be at the expense of more rapid deterioration of the 
rod itself, necessitating frequent replacemen t. 

When available for use, brass pipe or copper-p lated 
iron rod will give superior results f rom the viewpoints 
of ini tially low resistance and long trouble-free life. 
For really low resistance ground systems totalling less 
than one ohm, an ent irely different technique is called 
for. 

Cold water p ipe grounds should measure less than 
twenty ohms. Sing le g round rods may range f rom twenty 
to five hu nd red ohms. W hen short rods are used or 
where dry soil is encountered, it may be necessary to 
parallel several rods. Of two g rounds being compared , 
the one showing the lowest resistance usually will be su
perior in performance. A lthoug h satisfactory results may 
be expected if the measured ground resistance is below 
ten ohms, every effort should be made lo reduce this 
value as much as p racticable. 

T he reader is cautioned to note that th is article has 
dealt exclusively with the d-e resistance aspect of a 
grounding system. The d issipation of r-f energy in the 
ground is an entirely d ifferent matter. W here an effec
tive r-f ground plane is required at or ncar the earth's 

GROUND RESISTANCE VS ROO DEPTH 
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GROUND ROD DEPTH IN FEET 

FIG URE 10 

surface, the use of an elevated counterpoise or a buried 
radial system may be requi red . H owever, where space 
l imitations are paramoun t, or w here circuit operation de
pends upon a d-e or low-frequency a·c g round retu rn, 
the water p ipe or g round rod system is a logical choice. 

F rom the foregoing, it is eviden t that if a water pipe 
or driven rod system is to be used , the resistance of the 
system should be determined. The p rocedure described 
in this article w ill enable the required measurements 
to be accurately and quick ly made. 

• 
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CORRECTIONS TO 
TDZ/RDZ . SERVICE. & 

REPAIR MANUALS 
The following typog raphical errors were found in the 

subject publications. 

TDZ Service and Repair Manual 
(NAVSHIPS 91328} 

On P age 2-11 , Fig ure 2-12, change polarity of bridge 
rectifier circuit at points "a" and " c" to read -, + re
spectively instead of as now indicated. 

On Page 3-56, Chart 6, Step 8, Column headeJ 
"Normal Ind ication ", change -65v to + 65v. in two 
places. 

RDZ Service and Repair Manual 
(NA VSHIPS 9133 I) 

O n Page 4-39-40, Fig ure 4-16 "B", cable from TB15 
on radio transmitter mz unit should go to terminals 
T 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, on remote indicator unit type 23496, 
and cable from TB 14 leads 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 should go 
to corresponding terminals on bottom terminal strip of 
remote indicator. T hese two cables were erroneously 
transferred . These cables are correctly drawn in Figure 
4-24 of N AVSHIPS 9 1328. 

ARCING TUBES IN QDA 
RECTIFIER POWER UNIT 

Reports received in the Bureau of Ships indicate that 
tube sockets have been f ailing because of arcing between 
pins. A typical situation and suggested remedy is quoted 
as follows: 

" Continued material casualties have occurred in the 
Rectifier Power Unit (CAIU-20423 ) of the QDA 
Depth Sonars as a result of fa ilure of the rectifi er tube 
sockets X 1601, X 1602, and X 1603. T he trouble in each 
case resulted from arcing between pins (8 ) or (2) and 
pin ( 1) , the latter being g rounded. No internal tube 
connections are made to pin (1) , and this g round con
nection is not shown on the wiri ng diagram of the uni t 
on Page 7 -153 of NAVSHIPS 900,700. Pins (1) of 
sockets X l 602, X t 603 are g rounded to terminal El 613 ; 
p in ( 1) of socket X 1601 is g rounded to terminal E1605. 
Remova l of these connections has eliminated socket fa il
ures in every case and is very easily accomplished. It is 
suggested that this modification be performed on all 
service Q DA equipments." 

T he author fur ther recommended the " removal of 

g round leads f rom pin (1 ) of sockets X- 1501 and 
X- 1502 to tie point on pin ( 7) of socket X- 1509," 
shown on Figures 7-147 and 7-149 of the instruction 

book. 

OKA RANGE RECORDER 
ADJUSTMENT 

Reports received in the Bureau of Ships indicate that 
the calibration of the I nteg rated Sonar System may be 
improved as follows : 

Exact zero range adjustment of the OKA Sonar 
Range Recorder CAN- 55199 following NAVSHIPS 
900, ?91 is difficult. Errors as large as thi rty yards have 
been observed after calibration by shipboard maintenance 
personnel. T hese errors are due to the action of the 
TVG circui t of the Q HBa which suppresses the audio 
amplitude of the transmitted pulse to a level comparable 
to pre-pulse noise and post-pulse reverberation. W hen 
the Q H Baj OKA gain is advanced to a point w here the 
pulse is visible on the recorder, these noise and rever
berat ion markings p revent pulse defin ition. The removal 
of the TVG control tube V713 in the QH Ba receiver 
during this adjustment results in clear, well-defi ned out
going pulse traces with no other confusing indications 
presented. It is suggested that th is additional step be 
included in the OKA cal ibration p rocedure. 

IMPROVED TYPE JT 
HYDROPHONE AND 
BAFFLE A SSEMBLY 

D rawings RE78(2031A and RE78D 2032A descri be 
the improved JT hydrophone and baffle assembly which 
will be used for replacement of the present RCA-type 
JT hydrophone. 

T he new type incorporates minor changes as follows : 

1- Thc hyd rophone cable is permanently sea led to 
the hydrophone. 

2- The construction of the new type hydrophone and 
baffie assembly eliminates the use of the sound absorb· 
ing coupler unit, Navy T ype no.- 10365 . 

I t is intended that th is hydrophone and baffle assem
bly will be used as a rep lacement only, as the present 
RCA-type becomes inoperat ive beyond economical repair. 

'fhe p resent stock of the improved type is not suffi 
cient to allow ind iscrimi nate rep lacemen t. 
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by 

CHARLES E. W HIT E, Electronics Engineer 

Elerlronirs Design (/lid Development Division 
B11reau of Ships 

The fundamental purpose of I ndustria l Electron ics 
is to contribute to the increased productivity and efficient 

operat ion of industrial equipment. The abili ty of this 

branch of electronic science to contribute to more efficient 

performance of sh ipboard equipment is borne out in the 

development of an electronic bearing temperature scan

ner which will be used on the latest designs of Naval 

vessels to give an early warning of overheated bearings 

on precision turbines and reduction gears. 

Proposals to employ such a device have been advanced 
by development groups engaged in the study of bearing 
performance under the direct ion of the Bearings Branch, 
Bureau of Ships. In observing cond itions under which 
bearings fail in service, it has been determined that im
proper lubrication for a period of less than 5 seconds 
may produce bearing fai lure. The p rimary need then is 

for a temperature measuring system which will g ive an 
indication of rising temperature within this time. The 

relatively slow heat flow in journals and bearing ma

terial will not permit the use of temperature inserts in 

the material adjacent to the bearing. An acceptable sys

tem has been developed utilizing thermocouples of 

smallest practicable dimensions inserted in hearings so 

that they are txposeJ to the temperatures of the oil fi lm 

in the load zone of the bearing. The temperatures meas
ured in this manner are obtained with suffic iently rapid 
time rtsponse to ~ain an advance indication of an im-
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pending failure, which will p resumably allow sufficient 
time to reduce the load on the machi nery or take other 
corrective measures. 

The method so far will permit the monitoring of a 

sing le bearing but is not adapted to the measurement 
of a number of bearing temperatu res in a la rge machin
ery install ation. A number of individual instruments 
would be required w hich makes it p referable to measure 

the temperatures in rapid succession by means of a scan
ning device. The use of such a scan ner further suggests 
the need for an indication of any particular bearing 
showing overternperature and a means for monitoring 
its temperature to observe the results of any corrective 

measures taken. These considerations and others wh ich 

follow constitute the general requirements for a bearing 

temperature scanning system: 

1- Indication of bearing or bearings exceeding a pre

sc rib~d temperature, by means of sig nal l ight. 

2- Scann ing of 24 bearing temperatu res in less than 
5 seconds per scann ing cycle. 

3-Actuation of an audib le alarm . 

4-Temperature ind ication system for connection to 

any bearing showing overtemperature. 

5-Calibration of each channel for setting the alarm 

temperature (range l oooF- 400oF.) 
The general method which has been developed to 

meet these requirements is to switch the thermocouples 

sequentially, obtain a voltage pulse and amplify this for 
triggering a thyratron. 

In developing a scanning switch it was determined 

that an assembly of individual snap action switches 
worked the best. T he lack of any wiping action is an 
advantage in holdi ng contact-generated voltages to a 

Front view of laboratory model of the multiple tem
perature monitor. 

minimum. 

frame and 
The switches arc assembled in a circular 

arc actuated sequentially by a motor-driven 

cam. Since the scanning switch performs several other 

operations in addition to switching thermocouple in· 

puts, the assembly actually consists of a stack of 3 levels. 

The first two levels are for switching each wire of the 

thermocouples (Joublc-pole switching) . These switch 

units are also double throw for the purpose of connect

ing each thermocouple to a separate measurement chan

nel at any time that the particular thermocouple is not 

being scanned. 

The third level is used for operation of the indicating 

light associated with ead1 thermocouple 'and serves the 

further purpose of inserting the proper calibrating Yolt

age in each channel which will determine the tempera

ture for any particular channel at which an alarm will 

be sounded. 

The rapid operation of the scanning switch tends to 

create voltage peaks at each make and break of contacts 

due to inductive constants of the circuit. These surges 

. will cause erratic action of the warning circuits unless 

measures are taken to modify their effect. The method 

employed in this equipment is to actually accentuate the 

pulse formed on "make" by means of a pulse forming 

circuit and to eliminate the effect of the voltage obtained 

on the "break" by switching the alarm system off in the 

third switch level before the "break" voltage occurs, 

thereby preventing any effect on the operation of indi
cating lights. 

The pulsed output of the thermocouples is fed through 

an audio amplifier and this output is applied to the grid 

cirwit of a thyratron. Since the third switching level is 

simultaneously applying a bias voltage to the cathode of 

the thyratron the resultant voltage to the grid obtained 

by comparison of these two voltages determines the 

firing of the thyratron and the resultant indication of 

overternperature. In order to maintain reliable opera

tion of this device and prevent fa lse indications the 

amplifier must possess an extreme degree of stability 

with variations occurring in line voltage or frequency 

and under all ambient conditions of temperature and 

humidity. A general alarm indication is also obtained 

from the plate circuit of the thyratron in this system. 

A demonstration model operating as described has 

been developed by the N ational Bureau of Standards, 

Engineering Electronics Section, for the Bureau of Ships. 

All details of design and any reports on construction and 

operating performance are a matter assigned to th is de

velopment group. This art ide is concerned chiefly with 

the reasons for ini tiation of this development and the 

function of Industrial Electronics in fulfillment of the 

performance requirements of this problem. The Bmeau 

of Ships is continuing other investigations covering 

commerciall y available equipment and has initiated new 

development projects in a program intended to utilize 

all types of industrinl electronic devices for improvement 

of industrial processes in the Naval estahl ishment. 
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A total of 144 field reports of Model TDZj RDZ 
transmitting-receivi ng equipment fai lures reveals that 
approximately 92% of all the failures encountered are 
chronic t roubles. These troubles are l isted in the first 

column of the following charts in the order of their 
frequency of occurrence. The second and third columns 
give the exact nature of these troubles and the symptoms 
they produced. 

TYPE OF FAILURE 

T ubes. 

Tuning. 

Autotune System. 

Drawer contacts. 

TYPICAL OPERATIONAL FAILURES 

Radio Tr ansmitter TDZ 

SYMPTOM 

Low output or no output. 
No modulation or poor modulation. 

Low output or no output. 
Tube failu re. 
Fai lure of R- 122- R124. 

Controls not stopping at preset posi 
tions. 

Slipping, unable to lock, no rotation. 
Master or slave Autotune system 
inoperative. 

Starting ligh t out. 
No channel indication. 
Unable to key. 
No power output. 

CAUSE 

V- l 07- V l 20; most likely V 11 5-
Vll9. V101-Vl02 VllO. 

Tuning to harmonic. 
Improper locking of heads. Faulty 

tuning. 

Worm gear not meshed. Limit
switch circuit broken. 

Clutch too tigh t. 
Improper synchron ization. Lac~ of 

lubrication. Set screws not t tght
ened. 

Drawer not centered and tightened. 
Dirty or broken contacts. 

TYP{ OF FAILURE 

Control relays. 

Antenna, cable, and couplings. 

Poor prevent ive maintenance. 

Components. 

Meters. 

Tube sockets. 

Crystal oven. 

Power supply. 

Miscellaneous. 

Low emtsston, shorted or inter
mittent. 

I -f alignment, r-f alignment, or 
both required. 

Cold oven, broken wires connect
ing crystal socket to pin, poor 
connections on oven receptacle, 
or dirty or poor contacts on S601. 

Silencer circuit ungrounded when 
not using remote units, grounded 
when using remote, or defective 
resistors . 

Inact ive or weak crystals . 

Lubrication or replacement requi red. 

SYMPTOM 

Wrong channel selected. 
Wrong channel indication. 
START 'button inoperative. 
Unable to key. 
High antenna current. 
Overload reset inoperative. 

No or weak power output. 

Faulty and inefficient operation. 
Equipment dirty, No field changes 

completed. 

Smoke or odor. 
Hw11 on carrier. 
Unable to balance tubes. 
Phone inoperative. 

Indicator inoperative. 
Abnormally h igh reading. 

Low or no output. 

Cold oven. · 
Improper heating. 

No primary blower. 
Blower motors inoperative. 
M icrophone vol tage failure. 
No 115-volt power. 
No high voltage. 

Vibration. 
H armonic interference. 

Rad io Receiver RDZ 

W'eak output, no output, or inter
mittent operation. 

\ '(f eak output or no output. 

. CAUSE 

S114 -..vorn or making poor contact. 
K 106, M 103, Kl08, or K106 
antenna relay. 

Damaged antenna. 
Open or loose couplings. Open 

transmission line. 
' Short in transmission line due to 

moisture or corrosion. 

Lack of training. 
Improper supervision. 

C118, C119, Cl20B, or Cl04. 
R172-Rl74 burned by improper 
tuning. Winding 1-2 of TlOl. 

Open meter coil Ml03. 
Defective Vl19. 
Antenna, relay. 

X115-X119 easily damaged by 
rough handling or by improper 
removal and insertion of tubes. 
Heater and cathode diameters 
vary for various manufacturers. 

Short or open thermostat. Oven 
loose in socket, T l07, winding 
9-10. 

Drawer contacts. 
12-volt supply. Defective rectifier. 
F104, F l 05, F103, Tl07. Vl07-

V110. T l04, winding 3-ll. 

Loose drawers or shock mounts. R-f 
Improperly terminated SCAN jack 
T ube clamps not tightened. 

Defective tubes. 

Poor alignment. 

\'<leak output, no output, or exces- Defective crystal oven or circui t. 
sive frequency drift. 

No sil encing action. Silencer circuit inoperative. 

\'<feak output or no output on one Defective crystals. 
or more channels. 

Remote dial selected higher channel Defective minor switch. 
than desired. 
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TYPE OF FAILURE 

Forms melted or warped. 

Armature misadjusted or coil 
shorted. 

Broken ceram ic shaft or b roken 
coupler on Autotune unit. 

Bent pins or pin holders on sockets. 

Fuse missing or open. 

No panoramic adaptor or dummy 
load plugged in to J403. 

Open control or poor Contact of 
roto r. 

Loose coupling with excessive play, 
or damaged linkage. 

Locknut not tightened sufficient! y. 

SYMPTOM 

No output or poor i-f selectivity. 

Autotune motor ran continuously. 

No output and no tuning. 

Intermittent operation. 

No output. 

I-f oscillation present. 

Noisy output when control was 
turned, or intermittent operation. 

Poor i-f selectivity. 

Dial failed to indicate proper fre
quency. 

CAUSE 

D efective i-f coil forms. 

Defective relay Kl06 in Navy Type 
CQC-23497. 

Faulty coupling between Autotune 
unit and tuning capacitor. 

Poor connections between tube pins 
and sockets. 

D efective fuse. 

Improperly terminated SCAN jack 
J40 3. 

Defective RF GAIN control. 

Faulty linkage between IF BAND 
control shaft and i-f transformers. 

Loose locknut on tuning dial. 

RELOCATION OF PP-338/U RELAY USED WITH 
MODEL TDE 

A Beneficial Suggestion submitted by William W. 
Beam of the Puget Sound N aval Shi pyard proposed re
mounting relay K- 101 of power supply PP-338/ U. 
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FIGURE I 

Presently this relay is mounted on the underside of the 
chassis which renders it extremely difficult to maintain 
and inspect. Mounting th is relay on the upper side of 
the chassis as shown in Figure 1 will effect a saving of 
time and personnel in the maintenance and repair of this 
unit. The modification requires construction and instal
lation of a simple ang le bracket, as shown in Figures 

DRILL F 
10 M.S. 

FRONT VIEW 

TOP VIEW 

MATERIAL : 1/16" 
OR 3/32" BRASS 
OR ALUMINUM 

EHO VIEW 

FIGURE 2 

1 and 2. The leads to the relay may be brought up 
through a rubber grommet as shown in Figure 1. The 
modification may be performed by Navy Y~rd personnel 
using standard stock material. No speoal tools are 
required. 

E.S.O. 
TRANSFER OF INVENTORY 
CONTROL COGNIZANCE 
The Bureau of Ships and the Bureau of Supplies and 

Accounts have given blanket approval for the transfer 
of inventory control cognizance of an item between the 
Electronic Supply Office and the General Stores Supply 
Office without prior authorization, provided that the 
system stocks of the items are valued at $200 or less. 
The two Bureaus must be informed of all such transfer 
actions, however, and, if the value of the item exceeds 
$200, specific approval must be obtained from both 
Bureaus before the item can be transferred. 

PURCHASE OF DESTROYER 
ALLOWANCE ITEMS 

During the past yea t' the Electronic Supply Office pur
chased for stock the complete range of allowance items 
used in equipments aboard submarines. A submarine 
tender allowance I ist was used to do th is because it was 
assumed that such a list contained practicall y all allow
ance electronic maintenance repair parts in all types of 
equipments used by submarines. This office is now en
gaged in a similar proj ect for destroyers. 

Quantities to be procured arc determined on the total 
number of equ ipment applications for each particular 
stock numbered part; in this, the uses of the part in 
equipments aboard al l classes of vessels in the active 
Aeet are considered . Thus provision is made not only 
for destroyer requirements for that item, but also for 
potential al lowance changeovers for other classes of 
\·essels. 

MONTHLY 
COLUMN 

MAJOR EQUIPMENT 
STOCK NUMBERING 

A plan has been developed for stock numbering 
BuShips-controlled sets and equipments. 

The three digit portion of the numbers in the example 

below is significant, with 100 denoting " less equipment 

spares"; 200, "with equipment spares"; 300, "e>..i:ra 

equipment spares"; 400, "tender spares," and 500, 

"stock spares." 

The Jetter "Q" has been selected as the alphabetical 
designator for equipments and combinations of spares 

associated with these equipments. "Q" was chosen be

cause it has no usage elsewhere in the Hicks system. 
(In the examples of the QF A cited herein, there is, of 

course, no relationship between the Q in QFA and the 

Q alphabetical designator in the stock number; the 

similarity is a coincidence.) 

An example of a stock number and the pattern it 

fo llows is presented herewith : 

BASIC NOMEN- STOCK 
DESCRIPTION C LATURE NUMBER 

QFA, less QFA Fl6-Q-230380-100 
Equipment Spares 

QFA, with QFA F 16- Q- 230380- 200 
Equipment Spares 

Extra Equipment 
Spares for QFA 

QFA- EES F16-Q- 230380- 300 

Tender Spares 
for QFA 

QFA- TS F16-Q- 230380- 400 

Stock Spares QFA- SS F1 6-Q- 230380- 500 
for QFA 
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A survey of ava ilable informat ion on the status of 
vacuu m tubes for military service has been made, and 
the fi ndings are d iscussed herein. The vacuum tube is 
considered here as a circuit element whose reliabili ty 
under military service conditions, as compared to that 
of other electronic components, is analyzed. Analyses 
have been made of data which contribute information on 
what is now available, and what can be expected in the 
near future. No concerted effort has been placed on 
analyses of the many manufacturing techniques and con
struction practices of the various manufacturers, and no 
attempt has been made to evaluate the relative merits of 
these techniques and practices for use in military elec
t ron tubes. In most cases, detailed information on the 
reliabili ty and suitability of the new "Ruggedized" and 
" Long- life" tubes may be obtained from the manufac
turers whose names are mentioned herein. 

The developing complexity of electronic circuits, such 
as radars, sonars, and computers, make the tube problem 
a serious one. Data gathered for this study indicate that 

in equipments using components which meet military 

specifications or hest commercial g rades, the vacuum 

tube accounts for more than fifty percent of the circuit 

failures. Indeed, in one case an analysis of service calls 

on a number of early electronic computers over an eight

week period showed that seven ty-two percent of the 
breakdowns were due to vacuu m tube failures. I n 

commercial aircraft electronic equipment, it is reported 
that seventy percent of equipment fai lures are due to 
vacuum tube fau lts, even though the tubes are rug
gedized uni ts whose average life has been improved 
by a factor of more than twenty-four over that of the 
standard commercial tubes previously used in this equip
ment. With an increasing number of tubes ,used and 
greater reliability of other components, the reliabil ity of 
the equipment becomes more and more the reliability of 
the vacuum tube itself. 

Several recent development programs have demon
strated that most standard receiving tube types are sus
ceptible to improvement. This was particularly tme when 
the tube type was redesigned to make it suited for a 
specific application. Cooperation between manufachtrer 
and customer has in several recent cases resulted in 
modifications to certain standard tubes which have g reatly 
increased their life expectancy under the operating con
ditions of electronic computers, pulse circuits, or aircraft . 
vibration, and for applications imposing conditions of 
heater "on-off" switching, mechanical shock, or high 
temperatures. It is interesting to note that in several 
cases the manufacturers first tried, with little success, 
to separate tubes from standard stock which would meet 
the customer's specifications. In each instance, a re
designed tube was needed to successfully meet the added 
specifications imposed by the customer's appl ication. 

The commercial airlines, having been troubled by an 
inordinate number of fa il ures of vacuum tubes in an 
aircraft communications equipment, sponsored a proj ect 
with Aeronautical Radio Incorporated for the purpose 
of improving the life of the tubes. The project was 
successful, and the improved vers ion of the htbe, the 

5654, proved to have an average life of more than 

twenty times that of the 6AK5·. Nine other types ha\·e 

been so treated for such service condi tions, and they are 

listed in Table 1. The manufacturer has stated that the 

main improvements which were made in these tubes were 

the choice of a more rugged heater assembly and the 

use of better materia l quality controls in their manu
factu re. Jn addition to standard JAN type tests, the 

specificatiOns on these new tubes called for a m:ater
cycling test, and it is thought that this additional test 
was a good quality check on the new heater units which 
were used. 

T he high ratio of tube fai lures to those of other 
electronic components indicates that it is not at this time 

which are guaranteed to meet a specification " that an 
average life percentage of any group of these tubes at 
the end of 5000 hours shall not be less than eighty 
percent." The manufacturer reports, with respect to 
this line of tube types, that "the actual tube life ob
tained varies to some extent for individual tube types, 

TABLE I 

RELIABLE LONG-LIFE :MIN IATURE TUBES 
DEVELOPED FOR AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 

Tube Standttrd 
T;pe Equit,alell/ 

5654 6AK5 

5670 2C5 1 

5726 6AL5 

5725 6AS6 

5749 6BA6 

5686 (Pentode) 

5751 (1 2AX7 is similar) 

5750 6BE6 

5814 (1 2AU7 is similar) 

5727* 2D21 

':' Not yet available. 

desirable or economical to embed or "pot" tubes, or 
otherwise place them in inaccessible places in military 
equipment except when an assembly or an . equipment 
as a whole is meant to be short-lived and expendable as 
a unit. However, the "potted" circuit may he practicable 
for many other applications when it incorporates tube 
types of proven dependability under the conditions of 
use planned for the equipment. 

The subminiature vacuum tube, while progressing 
rapidly, has not been in service long enough to allow 
gathering conclusive in formation on l ife-expectancy. Re
ports of 5000 and 10,000 hour average life on certain 
types are avai lable. Some manufacturers report satisfac
tory service results on their hearing aid types on a one 
year factory-guarantee basis. There are many current 
research and development programs in the field of sub
mmtature vacuum tubes. They include developments 
of types which will diss ipate plate powers of the 
order of twenty-five watts, research and development 
on high-temperature bulbs and seals, and work on 
types specifically in tended for high-shock and vibra
tion applications. Many of these programs are gov
ernment-sponsored while some are privately spon
sored for commercial applications. Sylvania Electric 
Products Incorporated is furnishing to the military 
services a line of ruggedized, long-life subminiatures 

H eater 
Curre111 
at 6.3 

Use volts 

u-h-f and wide band i.f. 175ma 

r.f. and a.f. 350ma 

Detector-discriminator 300ma 

Dual-control r.f. and i.f. 175ma 

r.f. and narrow band i.f. 300ma 

r.f. oscillator and a .f. 350ma 

a.f. and limiter 350ma 

h.f. converter 300ma 

a.f. amplifier 350ma 

Thyratron 600ma 

but it is in all cases better than the eighty percent speci
fied at 5000 hours. It is not unusual to find a large per
centage of the tubes operating within l imits f or perio~s 
well in excess of 10,000 hours." These new Sylvama 
subminiature tubes have now been advertised by tht 
company. 

There is very l ittle published information on the fac
tors which contribute to longevity in vacmun tubes. 
Each manufacturer has developed data and conclusions 
of his own, but little o f this is available in concrete form 
to others. There is general agreement, however, that 
very close material controls, through mechanical inspe~
tion and test, rugged heater assemblies, good mechant
cal construction practices, and keeping a trained pro
duction "team" together continuously on a tube type all 
contribute to making better tubes with longer l ife ex
pectancies. Careful and thorough processing, particularly 
of coated cathodes, and good vacuum techniques are 
also worthy of mention. Sylvan ia reports that develop
ment of long-li fe subminiature tubes is accomplished 
principally by improvement in quali ty. "Life-test results 
on earlier tubes had shown that mechanical failures were 
the most p revalent cause of early li fe fa il ure. Conse
quently, emphasis was placed upon the el imination of 
mechanical defects. 1l1is program was partially effected 
by design changes made to improve shock and vibrat ion 
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resistance, but the g reatest benefi t came from enforce
ment of rig id quality control methods in production. 
As an additional precaution, all tubes are subjected to 
50 hours of regular life operat ion before fi nal test. In 
th is way, early life fai lures are rejected before release 
of tubes for sh ipment." 

T he General Electric Company in England has also 
noted that the largest percentage of mechanical failures 
were in the early lif.e of h1bes, and they have independ
ently concluded that a min imum of fi fty hours normal 
operation are required to stabil ize the characteristics of 
quality h1bes and to eliminate the "weaker" ones. T he 
Engineering Department of the British Post Office De
partment has attempted with some success to "burn-in" 
rubes or to accelerate the stab il ization of characteristics 
and the elimination of inferior tubes by running them for 
a short time at double the rated heater vol tage and triple 
the rated plate d issipation. T he Sylvania Company in the 
United States is currently experimenting wi th the 
6SN7- GT d ual triode tube for the same purpose. 

Our information shows that the operating cond itions 
which contribute most to prematu re failures in vacuum· 
tubes include the following : 

1- Excess switch ing on and off of heater power often 
leads to mechanical breakage of the heater element. In 
th is respect, some heater types have been found to be 
superior to others. The Bri tish reported that failu res 
were ten-to-one g reater on certain of their tube types 
when switched on and off ten to twenty times per day 
d uring life tests. T he perso nnel on Project W hirlwind 
at M.I.T. concerned about th is problem, introd uced a 
g radual five minute warm-u p cycl e on fi laments in their 
electronic computers. 

2- Cathodes or fi laments have an opt imum tempera
ture of operation. The incidence of failu res ri ses rapid ly 
as this optimum temperature is exceeded. N ot much 
data ex ist on the effect of under-tem peratu re operation. 
It is known that, althoug h the latter condi tion is not as 
serious as the other, it docs shorten tube life. It is de
sirable to run heaters at nominal or just under nominal 
rat ings f rom regu lated power supplies when long and 
stable service is n:quircd of the tubes. 

3- The o perat ion of many tube types for extended 
periods under cond itions where tube cu rrent is cut off 
by negative g rid potential, or by lack of plate andj or 
screen voltage, contributes to a fo rm of cathode deterio ra
tion which has been named ' 'sleepi ng sickness." This 
effect is serious in some computer and pulse-t ircuit ap
plications. Tube types should be tested fo r th is t rai t 
before being chosen for such appl ication . R. C.A. and 
others have deve-loped and manufactured spc:cial tubes 
for such applicat ions. P ure nickel cathode sleeves do 
not seem to exhibit thi s effect, but sleeves of n ickc:l con
taining a very small percentage of silicon or of other 
materials appear lo con t ribute to the dc:vc:l opment of an 

"interface" layer between sleeve and coat ing . Th·is 
" interface" has been shown to develop an average re
sistance of 100 ohms with a parallel capacitance of as 
much as 2000 mmfd. T his can add serious delay and 
decay time constan ts to cirCLJits us ing such tubes. The 
effect is temperature dependen t and has been shown to 

develop more rapidly under "cut-off" cond itions than 
under class-A operation. 

4- Cond itions o f unusual vibrat ion or shock may 
break heater elements, bend or break h1be elements and 
supports, and even break the bond of the coating on the 
cathode sleeve. T he latter fault has been foun d by Syl
vania to be improved by avoiding the use of large par
ticle sizes in cathode compounds and by controlling 
carefull y the amount of coating applied to the cathode 
sleeve. 

Some general additions to JAN specificat ions are sug
gested . These include heater cycling tests to eliminate 
the vulnerable heater types, li fe tests under long-time. 
g ri d-cut-off condit ions to show up cathodes which are 
suscept ible to the spoilage which occurs in some h1bes 
when the cathode is heated for long periods w ith no 
cu rren t fl owing, and a hig h-temperatu re ( ll/ 2 to 2 times 
nominal heater voltage) test fo r y2 to 1 V2 hours with 
pu lsed cathode current to show up tube lots wh ich show 
excess cathode damage by gas-arcs at the cathode surface. 
T hese suggest ions arc prompted by evidence o f the wide 
variations in life-expectancy and characteristics f rom lot 
to lot and among lots from various manufacturers, and 
they would serve to minimize these variations in the 
tubes which are supplied to the mil ita ry by the manu
facturers. 

It appears conclusive that almost all the common re
ceiving tubes used by the serv ices can be improved if in
cen tive is applied to the manufactu rers for better tubes. 
Although the prog ram would be an expensive one, the 
saving of serv ice-man-hours during t ime of wa r would 
much more than pay th is development cost. As an 
example o f this, it is reported that more than $240,000. 

per year was cut from service costs on one aircraft com
mu nications equipment commonly used in commercial 
aircraft by the development o f one special tube to re
place the 6AK5 in airborne ser\' ice. (Reprinted from 
Stanford Researcb Im titllle T erminal Report dated 1 
June 1950.) 

M ODEL MBF 
TRANSMITTER-
RECEIVER 

ky 
L. G. C RUM BAKER, ETC, ComSen;l.r111t 

Recently the files of ComServ Lant were reviewed with 
part icular attention to the Model MBF transmitter-re
ceiver in an attempt to determine the most common 
troubles to be found in th is type of equipment. 

As job af ter job was reviewed , it became evidcnt that, 
as in most electron ic repair, electron tubes were re
sponsible for the greater number of fail ures. However, 
and here is where the rub comes, at least one thi rd of 
the " tube troubles" were caused by the removal of tubes, 
apparen tly for testing, and their rep lacement in the 
wrong ' sockets! In most cases, it has been merely neces
sary to remove the offend ing tubes and replace them 
correctly, with reference to the chass is markings or to 
the schematic. Other instances of the wrong tube in 
a given socket have resulted in repairs being necessary 
due to resistors having burned out or changed value be
cause of un in tended overload . Damage has also been 
caused the 25Z6 rectifiers because of the excess current 
drawn by the short when the elements of a misplaced 
tube have g rounded the plate and screen supplies. The 
advice of testing tubes one at a t ime and replacing them 
in the sockets f rom which they were removed is perti
nent not only to p ractically all equipment, but especially 
to the M BF. In the M BF, so many tubes are fi tted 
into so small a space, it becomes hard to determine what 
type of tube goes where in the somewhat unhandy re
ceiver and transmitter sockets. 

Capacitors are the second most common trouble 
source, in particular the .002mfd and .000 5mfd mica by

pass capacitors in the V- 108- V- 11 2 string of receiver 
fi laments. T hese components have been found shorted 

m an amazing number of receivers, caus ing p ractically 
full line voltage- Yes, the MBF is an ACj D C job
to appear across several six-volt tubes. The result is that 
one or more tubes, (generally 6AK5's) expire with a bril
liant blue-white flash, opening the string of fi laments 
and putting the receiver and most of the transmi tter out 
of operation. Usually, the 25Z6 rectifi ers and the 2807's 
continue to g low, as they are in a separate series fi la
ment string across the l ine, in parallel with the six-volt 
tubes. 

In tracing down the defective bypass capacitor, it is 
usually necessary to remove V- 112 - 108, - 120 and - 113 
f rom their sockets. T his p revents the resistance of the 
remaining fi laments from interfering with the ohmmeter 
check. The faulty capacitor is inevitably located in the 
midd le of a pi le of three or four, and is almost impos
sible to remove without cutting or unsoldering the leads 

to the remainder. 
At the f requency on which the M BF operates, it is 

better to bring all r-f g rounds to a common point, as is 
orig inally done. However, it has been found that solder
ing the g round lead of the rep lacement capacitor as 
cl ose as possible to the original common g round on the 
shield part ition, causes no reaction on the stage in ques
tion. Should an apparent 3400-ohm short show up 
while checking some of the six-volt fi laments for shorted 
bypasses, it may be d isregarded. The shorted capacitor 
wi ll check almost zero ohms, and the 3400 ohms is due 
to the p resence of Rl4 1 which is in parallel w ith the 

lower half of the six-vol t series fi laments . This resistor 

provides a path for the d ifference between the somewhat 

hig her fi lament current drawn by V- 108 to V- 11 2, in

clusive, and that d ra\vn by the rcmainder o f the six-
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volt tubes with which R-141 is in parallel. 

R-140, an 800-ohm resistor is in parallel with the 

filaments of the 2SZ6 rectifiers for the same purpose. 

These two resistors may cause an ambiguity in ohmmeter 

readings when checking thru the filament circuits, and 

should be remembered as a probable cause. 

Should tests on a inoperative lY.fBF disclose a six-volt 

tube with an open filament, it would be wise to check 

through the filament circuits to remove the possibility 

that a shorted bypass capacitor was the cause. This will 

save blowing replacements, which could lag enough be

fore opening so that the overload would blow one or 

more other tubes also. Sets with series filaments are 

"Across the line" 
filament diagram for 
the Model MBF 
Radio Transmitting

Receiving equip
ment. 

R-168 

13,000 .n 

r----
115V. AC./O.C. 

F-101 
3A 

SWITCH 
ON 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

R-140 
soon. 

I-102 

''POWER 
ON" 

K-103 
POLARITY RELAY 

quite sensitive to line voltage changes occasioned when 

a ship is using machinery that draws a heavy current 

such as loading winches,· electric cranes and hoists. In 

such a cirmumstance, a tube filament may open because 

of a momentary rise in voltage, but it will be safer to 

check the bypass capacitors "just in case." 

Resistors have proven fairly dependable in this equip

ment. The few that have changed value or burned, 

have in most cases, been due to an internal short ot 

the tube in the circuit concerned. Replacement of the 

tube and resistors after a check thru the circuit to elimi

nate the possibility of capacitor failure, has always 

served to restore the set to operation. Cathode-bias and 

V-119 

25Z6 

V-118 
25Z6 

V-107 
2807 

V-104 
2807 

v-120 
2807 

ALL 
.002 
MFO 

_coNNECT AS SHOWN 
WHEN NO VOLTAGE 
TO MBF 

RECEIVER 

R-141 
34001t 

screen-dropping resistors have .been found to raise in 

value over a period of time. This is due to ageing or 

instability, possibly because a good many resistors in 

MBF' s were manufactured under wartime standards, 

which often left much to be desired. The only cure for 

this trouble is to replace the effected parts with new 

units fr:om spares. This trouble will show up either as 

a loss of gain or instability of the stage concerned, or 

can be located by a voltage check at the tube socket, 

comparing the readings with those given in the instruc
tion book. 

Distortion of received signals has often been found 

to be caused by the voice coil of the speaker rubbing on 

the magnet core. If this is suspected, a check should be 

made thru the audio amplifier stages with a pair of 

headphones in series with a .01 mfd capacitor, start-

. ing at the low level stages and working up to the speaker. 

Often, too, the speaker may be checked by inserting two 

fingers from the rear of the speaker and gently push

ing against the cone. If the voice coil is rubbing, a slight 

scratching noise will be heard and the rubbing can be 

felt with the fingers. Replacement is practically the only 

possible repair, and can be effected easily by removing 

the Phillips screws holding the front panel to the sub

chassis' and dropping the panel. 

Speaker on-off switches account for a few repair jobs, 

being either corroded, broken or failing to throw. It 

must be remembered that some of the earlier MBF's 

do not have speaker on-off switches that completely cut 

the speaker off from the receiver. The switch in this 

case disconnects the speaker when it is desired to use 

the microphone in the hand-set only for transmission. 

Some receiver noises will come thru the speaker re

gardless of the position of the switch when the MBF 

is in the "receive" position. 
The antenna thermocouple was listed three times as 

being burned out. This may have been catised by the r-f 

pickup from a nearby transmitter, and should be con

siderd a possibility if the thermocouple of a given MBF 

has a habit of requiring replacement every so often. If 
no replacement is on hand, the unit can be bridged with 

a short piece of wire until the new unit is received. 

This will effect the performance of the set only to the 

point where it will be impossible to read transmitting 

antenna current. In this case, the plate current of the 

transmitter output stage must be consulted if the an

tenna tuning condenser has been mis-adjusted. Tune 

for maximum plate-current dip, increasing the loading 

if necessary to bring the current up near the red line 

on the tuning meter scale. The plate tuning capacitor 

may have to be readjusted for plate current dip, and 

then it would be well to go thru the antenna adjust

ments again, as they are interacting. For proper opera

tion, the plate tuning capacitor must be the last adjust-

ment made, and it must be tuned for plate current dip. 

One other trouble occasionally noted, is the tendency 

of filaments of series-connected tubes to increase in re

sistance. This may be checked by reading the filament 

voltage across the tube sockets and comparing the read

ing with that of others of a similar type. The tubes most 

susceptible to failures of this type are the 28D7's, with· 

some of the six-volt tubes either increasing or decreas

ing filament resistance on rarer occasions. Due to the 

small space into which the MBF components are jammed, 

it may be more practical, in the interests of safety, to 

turn the set off, remove the tubes one at a time and 

check their cold filament resistance against that of simi

lar tubes. It is very easy for meter probes to slip off 

filament prongs and short the plate or filaments to 

ground. This results either in a tube or the .line fuse 

blowing, leaving the ET feeling rather silly. The author 

knows where9f he speaks! 
In conclusion, from the number of MBF job orders 

studied, it became apparent that over half of the requests 

were solely due to tube troubles, either low emission, 

open, or in the wrong socket. This leads to the con

clusion that ships turning these equipments in for repair 

either had not even tried to repair them, or had run into 

a mental vacuum in the ET department, with consequent 

outages of the gear. 
The MBF, for all its apparent complexity and ad

mitted cramming of parts into a very small space can, 

and has proven to be, a reasonably dependable piece of 

equipment. Given intelligent and careful maintenance, 

your unit will prove this to your own satisfaction much 

more capably than this article can. 

-Set'vLant Monthly B11lletin 

ERROR IN CHAPTER- 67. 
BUREAU. OF SHIPS 

MANUAL 
Chapter 67 of the Bureau of Ships Manual recently 

distributed contains an error due to a transposition of 

a line of type, according to Lt. Comdr. Lester Harlow, 

Ass't. Electronics Officer, Norfolk Naval Shipyard. 

The line at the top of the second column on Page nine 

(Paragraph 67-43 (2)) should have been placed at the 

top of the first column on Page nine where it is properly 

a part of Paragraph 67-39(4). 
When this is done, Paragraph 67-39 ( 4) will read 

as follows: " ( 4) Upon completion of any electronics 

installation, it shall be the responsibility of the installing 

activity to test the system or equipment involved, to cor

rect all installation deficiencies noted, and to advise the 

commanding officer of the ship regarding the final status 

and the work accomplished." N 
-o 
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EDITOR 

Continuing a new, and it is sincerely hoped, a permanent feature of your magazine-ELECTRON. 
This new feature is the answer to numerous suggestions and requests from fleet and shore per
sonnel for a medium of presenting their individual problems, gripes and questions on electronics 
matters and obtaining answers to such queries. This section is not to be confused with the 
FORUM which has been a regular part of the ELECTRON since its inception in 1945. The continu
ance of this new feature depends entirely on you-the personnel in the field-since we must first 
receive correspondence. from the field before we can search out the answers and print 
them. As a matter of convenience, it is suggested you write directly to: 

Editor 

Bu SHIPs ELECTRON 
SIR: 

When may vessels of the Fleet expect to receive 
Chapter 67 of the Bureau of Ships Manual, and Standard

ized Electronic Prevent ive Maintenance Checkoff Sheets? 

]. T. W. Lt (jg) USNR 

Chapter 67 of the Bureau of Ships Man11rtl is n ou• 
clt'rtilable f or Fleet actit1ities. W e are f orll'arding om 
copy to you under separate co t•er. The B11rea11 bas pro
wrecl a Cjlfantity of Sen •ice ancl Repair Manlfals f or the 
TDZ and RDZj RDZ-1 Radio Equipments-Nat•sbips 
91328 c111d Ncwsbips 91330 respectively. Tb ese publicrt· 
tim?s sho11Ld be aMilable at various Electronics Officers 
iss11ing office and other Naval activities. Service and 1'e
pair mcmlfrt!s are also being prepared for the ANj SPS-6, 

- 6A . c111d 6B and the QHB- 1 cmd QHBa equipments. 

I n addition Performance Stcmdctrds and M ctintenance 

Cbeckolf Li .. t.r are being initiated for all of the above 

eq11ipment.1 . TbeJe faller p11bli{((tioms tl'ill be cll'ctilable 
in 6 lo 9 m rmtb ... For f11rlher inforntcttion on mainte
llrlllO! <'becko/J lirt• allenlio11 i.r il!l'ited to the three m aill

tenrwce b111/etin•. 
l:.'d it or 

The following is tyf;ica~ 

the type of letters 1·eceived 

to date fo r inclusion in 

this colmnu: 

Editor 
BuSH IPs ELECTRON 
SIR: 

Th'e Editor 

BuShips Electron 
Code 993 
Bureau of Ships 
Navy Department 
Washington 25, D. C. 

I would I ike to receive some information about BK 

IFF equipment. From information in the RMB the color 

marking on the chassis for Field Change No. 3 is a blue 

clot one half inch in diameter; for fi eld change number 

4 it is a red square. 

My problem is what does a yellow triangle signify? 

I am unable to find any informat ion as to what it stands 

for. 
W . R. P. , ET 1 

A s f rtr cts can be determined rtt the jll'esent time, it afJ· 

flectrs thrtt the yellou• triangle signifies tbe rem oral oftbe 

d etonator from tbe eq11ipment. 

Editor 

Editor 

BuSHrPs EL ECTRON 

SIR: 

It has been observed that many ET's do not know the 

proper chan nels for obtaining quartz crystals. This has 

been noted especiall y on ships having no Electronics 

Officer, and on craft recently commissioned. 

I believe the latest in formation concerning the proper 

methods of obtaining these crystals would be of great 

help to all ET's if published in ELECTRON, or, if the 

methods themselves are classified, if a reference or refer

ences could be p ublished concerning the proper channels 

to go th rough in obtain ing crystals . 
L. N., ETl, USN 

Stock crysttds rtre requisitioned 11ia regfllar Electronics 

Sup;;ly Office channels. The Elutronics S11pply Office 

will establish the procedures got;eming the distribfltioll 

and issue of the stock crystrds, both bermetically sealed 

and reworkable. The me of Form NBS-370 Revised is 

1·equired except when disprttcb rtrtion is necessrtry. 

Full d etails on prowrement of fJiezo -electric crystals 

can be found in the Navy D eprtrtment Bfllletin dated 

31 l \lfarch 1950. 

Editor 

BuSHIPS ELECTRON 

SIR: 

Editor 

Is it at al l possible for ships in the fl eet that have not 

been converted to the "bin stowage" system for elect ronic 

spares, to obtai n breakdown lists, conta ining standard 

navy stock numbers, for individual equipments? If so, 

will you p lease print the necessary info rmation needed to 

obtain same. 
G . B. M cf. , ET3 

It is ro11sidered IIIIJU't"eSSctl')' for sbif;s in tbe fleet to 

have breakdown lists, containing standrtrd 1/rttiJ stock 

nmnbers, for individual erjltipments before tbe sbips are 

converted to the "bin stou'flge'' system . Before confler

sio11, electronic sfMr es mmt be ordered 1111der tbe existing 

system, rather than by standard 1/rtl')' stock llt!lllher. A lso, 

these lists are in the fJroreJS of being ret,ised. A ccord

ingly, it is n ot possible for "tmronverted" sbips to 1'e

quest these lists. 
Editor 

USN USL 
notes 

OPEN-KEY VOLT AGES 
IN H-F TRANSMITTERS 

As a result of analyzing the keying circuits of several 

transmitters while developing an antenna break-in relay 

for h-f communications, the Underwater Sound Labora

tory found that voltages in excess of 100 volts may ap

pear at the exposed contacts of the telegraph hand keys. 

These voltages exist during periods in which the trans

mitter power supply is in operation and occur across the 

key terminals and, in some instances, bet-veen one key 

terminal and ground when the key is in the up posit ion. 

The following are the open -key voltages for some h-f 

transmitters in general use by the Navy: 

Type of T1·ansmiller 

TBL 

TDE 
TCF (remote keying) 
TCK 

Open-Key D -C V oltage 

85-150 
110 
115-135 
120-150 

Inasmuch as the voltages mentioned above are der ived 

from power sources of good regulation (motor genera

tors, for the most part) , they must be considered to be 

potentially dangerous. Since the Bureau of Ships has 

specified that provision shall be made to prevent person

nel from accidentally coming into contact with voltages 

exceeding 50 volts, efforts are being made to eliminate 

th is potential hazard. In this connection, the Underwater 

Sound Laboratory is now developing a break-in relay 

wi th low key voltages for the SS-563 and SSK class 

submarines. It is felt tha t with some modificat ions, this 

device may be applied to other transmitters commonly 

used by the Navy. 
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countermeasures information 
LATEST FIELD CHANGE DOPE 

Field Changes 

T he following field change information supersedes all 

previously pl.lblished information. Field Change No. 1 

for Model RA0-9 is now available for fleet use. It is 

applicable only to those Model RA0- 9 equipments used 
in countermeasures installat ions having a Model REM 

Dual Panoramic Adaptor installed. This field change 
provides an outlet for the high frequency oscillator cir
cuit. This oscillator output is required by the Model 
REM to produce marker pips on its oscilloscope. The 

field change may be obtained by requis ition from the 

Bureau of Ships with an information copy to Electron ic 

Supply Office, Great Lakes. 
Field Change No. 2-RDP- Improvement of V isual 

Presentation. Due to alignment procedure difficulties, 

the availability date is not known. 
Field Change No. 2- AN j SPR-2-This fi eld change 

for improving the tuning units has been cancelled. Ne\v 

and improved tuning units are under procurement. An 

announcement will be made when they are available. 

Field Change No. 1- R- 223/ SPR- Improvement of 

Signal Delay and Blanking Pulse Shape. An announce
ment will be made when this change is available. 

AS-45A/ APR Antenna 

A number of failure reports have been received from 

the fleet regarding the loss or breakage of the Lucite 

waveguide and covers of the AS-45A/ APR antennas. 
These and covers are part of the antenna rad iation sys

tem and must be in good condi tion for proper operation 

using this antenna. The Lucite ends are listed as symbol 

designation L-801 in the ANj SPR- 2 instruction book 

NAVSHIPS 900,654 and the replacement stock number 

is N l6W2400- 1000. 

66132 Antenna 

Replacement elements for the 66132 antenna are 

under procurement and will be avai lable approx imately 

June 1951. In the interim, all 66132 antennas de

teriorated beyond economical repair should be replaced. 

The 66131 antennas should also be replaced under the 
same conditions. 

Interference Between Model ROO and 
Model RDP 

In the operation of the Model RDO receiver with 

Model RDP panoramic adaptor, an interfering beat note 
can be heard in the audio output of the Model RDO 
receiver when the Model RDP sweep width control is 

set at maximum clockwise position. At this setting of 

the sweep control a -1- 5-megacycle bandwidth sweep is 

available for oscilloscope presentation. The Model RDO 

receiver is capable of supplying only an approximate 
+ 1 megacycle- bandwidth signal to the Model RDP. 
By reducing the sweep width control to mid-scale, the 
interfering beat note will stop and the oscilloscope pre
sentation will be more representative of the true + !
megacycle signal that is being observed from the Model 
RDO receiver. 

Replacing of Coaxial Cables to 
Countermeasure Antennas 

In the majority of shipboard countermeasure installa

tions, it wi ll be found that the coaxial cables to the 

66132, 66131, and DBM-1 antennas are in very poor 
condition. All cables should be properly megged, con

nectors inspected, and the cable runs checked for pos

sible preventive maintenance. All cables not in good 

condition should be replaced at the first opportunity. 

Improved Lighting for Countermeasure 
Installations 

To improve the lighting in these install ations, a 

shielded spot light, Type M- 8A, can be procured for 

placing in the compartment where required. T he pro
curement stock number is 17- L- 12958- 650. 

• 

SPEAKS 

Soap box orators with long-

winded harangues are notori-

ously boring, but YOU can tell 

YOUR story in ELECTRON by 

sending it to the Editor, Bu-

Ships ELECTRON, before 15 June 

1951 1 for the September"Fieet 

S k II • pea S ISSUe. 




